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take me to be a sinner at present; I could help the girl only after I Bad
decided to invite this verdict. But this is justice as my heart gives it; real
justice lies with the Lord
His early death was an irreparable loss to literature.
V.
Sir Ramanbhai Nilkanth (1868-1928), son of Mahipat-
ram Ruparam, represented Western tendencies of the
period as against Govardhanram and Manilal. His works
were: Bhadrambhadra (1900), a satire; Ruino Parvat, a
play (1914); H&syamandira, The Temple of Laughter
(1915); and Kavitnne Snhitya, Poetry and Literature, in four
volumes, a collection of essays principally dealing with
literary criticism.
Humour had not been much appreciated in Gujarata,
the dominant tendency among critics and readers being to
look upon it as levity. The efforts of Dalpatram and
Navalram to write a burlesque or a farce had not re-
ceived encouragement, though on the stage a broad comifc
/piece, the survival of the bhavai, was always retained to
tickle the ears of the groundlings. Ramanbhai was tern-
, peramentally different from many other authors of the
period; he always appreciated humour and managed to
have his sly laugh in conversation, in an essay, or in a
dissertation on philology. And as a reformer and a literary
opponent of the Mansukhrarn school, he took terrible
revenge for the numberless satires on the reformers by writ-
ing Bhadrambhadra. In this work the reactionary in life
and the Samskftist in literature is held up to merciless
ridicule.
Daulatshanker, an orthodox Brahmana, who talks
Gujaratl a la Mansukhram, or much worse, is visited by the
god Sankara in a dream. The god asks him to change his
name, as one of its component was a Persian word
* daulat', and to launch a crusade against the vile refor-
mers, who, among other things, advocate the compulsory
remarriage of all widows dead and alive. Up springs the
devout Brahmana, changes his name to Bhadrambhadra
(literally, good-good), and, in company with his loyal
Sancho Panza, Ambaram, comes to Bombay to take part
in a meeting, held at Madhavbag, to defend the Sanatana
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